
Year 3 Summer Term Week 9 Overview  
Lesson 1 Lesson 2 Lesson 3 Daily reading,  

maths & spelling challenges  
Monday 13th July 2020  

English  
LO: To answer a set of comprehension questions  
Task: Choose a comprehension to complete from the Google Classroom  
The Lion and the Jackal or The boastful Turtle  
Maths  
LO: To find a fraction of a set of objects.  

Task - watch a video and complete the maths booklet.  
Times Tables Rockstars  

RE  
LEARNING FOCUS: Special places for Jesus.  
Task: look at the different special places in Jesus’ life and matching them to an event then retell 
a favourite story about Jesus.  

Oxford Reading Buddies  
Purple Mash Spelling Practise  

Tuesday 14th July 2020  
English  
Lo: To read a set of instructions  
Maths  
LO: To arrange the fractions to create a whole.  
Task - Purple Mash fractions game -  
Design  
Practise Challenge  

spellings on paper Design a trap to capture a creature  
Times Tables you would like to  
Rockstars find in the jungle.  
Task: Draw and label a trap to tempt your creature out of its hiding place.  
Science Wednesday 15th  
English  
Maths  
Oxford Reading July 2020  
Friction  
Buddies LO: To plan a  
LO: To find a set of  
fraction of a set  
Friction  
Purple Mash instructions to  
of objects (2). catch a jungle creature.  

Task - watch a video and  



Spelling Practise LO: To recognise air resistance as a force.  
Watch a science video and then make spinners to test the air resistance.  

Times Tables Rockstars  
Task: Review the instructions  

complete the maths booklet.  
from the  
Times Tables previous session  
Rockstars and write up some notes for your own set of instructions.  

Thursday 16th July 2020  
English  
Maths  

History Egyptian LO: To write a  
LO: To solve  
Mummies set of  
fraction  
LO: To learn instructions to  
problems  
about the capture a jungle creature.  
mummificatio Task - Open the  
n process in Google Document  
Ancient Egypt.  
Task: Using the work from the  

‘Fractions problems’ and  
Task: Watch a  
earlier session write up your  

complete the challenge questions.  
video, research and play games linked to the instructions.  

Times Tables Rockstars  
mummification process. Fun task - Turn a family member into a mummy using toilet roll.  

Practise spellings on paper  
Friday 17th July English Maths PE Oxford Reading  
2020  

Complete your spelling test  
Comprehension  
Task: Choose a comprehension to complete from the Google Classroom  
1) The  

Ghost ship 2) Hector the Hermit Crab  
Buddies Learning by  
LO: To practise Questions  
Maths -  
and exercise a sport.  

Times Tables Rockstars  
Objective: I can recognise, write  



Today I want and find fractions  
you to enjoy of a set of objects, including fractions with numerators greater than 1.  
playing a sport with your family. You may choose any sports you wish but to complete the task 
please send a photograph by email or Twitter of an action shot.  
Fun Activities - These activities are optional, not essential  
1. Adventure game Crystal Explorers  
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zkbkf4j/articles/zbm8scw  


